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Overview 
The Oriceps were designed and intended for use in minimally invasive surgery. In order to compare their 
effectiveness with that of current forceps, Penn State Origami Engineering needed an experimental setup 
to test the gripping strength of these origami inspired forceps. Using this experimental setup, the grip 
force of the Oriceps can be compared with predicted models. 
 
Objectives 
The primary objective for Team Oriceps was to 
design and construct an affordable experimental 
setup which could accurately measure the grip force 
of the magnetically actuated Oriceps. The design 
criteria included creating a setup that was safe, 
durable, cost-effective, easily manufactured and 
yielded accurate results after being assembled and 
deconstructed. 
 
 
Approach 
● The team began by meeting with the project 

sponsor, Landen Bowen, to determine 
expectations and customer needs for the 
experimental setup. The team then used an 
AHP matrix to weight the customer needs 
and determine priorities for each. Next, the 
team brainstormed potential experimental 
setups, narrowing down to three possible 
designs. From the three final designs, the 
team selected the most promising using a 
concept selection matrix along with the 
weighted customer needs. 

● Following selection, the initial design was 
manufactured and each component of the 
test fixture was tested in preliminary 
experiments. 

● The team went through several iterations of 
the various components for the experiment 
before developing the final prototype. 

● Using the final test setup, the team ran grip 
strength experiments on Oriceps. 

● This information was recorded and provided 
to the sponsor to compare with experimental 
models. 

 
 

Outcomes 
● The sponsor will save $449.22 as a result of 

the team’s efforts to create this setup. 
● This project significantly improved the 

repeatability and accuracy of the grip force 
test previously used. 

● New data was recorded for the sponsor to 
compare to predicted values from analytical 
models. 

 
Figure 1: (A) Oriceps when electromagnet is off. (B) Oriceps 
begin to close when the electromagnet is turned on and 
magnetic field strength is increased. 

 

 
Figure 2: Schematic of experimental test setup including: magnet, 
track, adjustable table, ring stand, force transducer, wire, magnet cap, 
Oriceps holder, ruler holder, ruler and Oriceps.  


